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Helping Students 
Succeed
3-year NSF Grant focused on improving job 
placement rates for STEM students with 
Disabilities by teaching them soft skills

STEM majors with disabilities are less likely to 
gain employment than their counterparts 
without disabilities

2013 NSF data shows 6.5% of employed 
Scientists & Engineers have a disability

Soft skills are an extremely important part of 
getting and keeping a job
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Our program
Recruit seniors about to graduate from 
STEM programs

students participate for 1/2 or 1 year in the 
program

Participants who complete the program get 
an iPad to keep

Participants use iPad during the year

Three stages in the program:

Curricular intervention

mentoring

work-based learning 3
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Curricular intervention

Module 1: Personal Awareness

Module 2: Work & Personality

Module 3: Critical Thinking

Module 4: Use of Social Media

Module 5: Job Seeking Skills
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Personal awareness

Self Confidence

Self Esteem

Self Efficacy

Perception affecting outcomes
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Work & Personality

The “Lunch break” test

Myers-Briggs and connecting to work

Wordle activity on 10-15 self descriptors

Emotional Intelligence
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Critical thinking

Problem solving steps

Creative problem solving/Thinking outside 
the box

Prioritizing tasks

Task order/multiple solutions
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Social Networking

Social Media’s prevalence

Good uses of social media (you can still be 
on Facebook!)

Professional profile picture

Get LinkedIn

Scrubbing your online presence
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Job search skills

Resume cleanup

Mock interviewing

Networking (in person & online)

professional appearance
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Mentorship

Students assigned industry mentor for 
several months’ conversation

Topics focused on soft skills development, 
things that student has identified as 
individual needs
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Work-based learning

Short 40-hour internship focused on 
learning soft skills

not necessarily in the student’s field

survey employer at end of experience
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What about the 
Disability Piece?

Each module, discuss connections to 
disability

As students get more comfortable, they 
help each other out by sharing stories

Having different disabilities in one cohort 
exposes students to different issues
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Year One results
Majority of graduates have jobs, most in 
field

Students very happy with participation in 
project

Wanted more face to face time

Wanted more mentor contact but 
recognized it was their job to initiate

Willing to put more time in to get more 
out of the project
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Current Thoughts

Project feels amazingly successful

Contacted by people across US

Probably should start earlier in students’ 
college careers

Definite need in society; now we should 
produce good results in employment
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www.softskills-hardscience.org

Thank you!
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